TRENDSETTER YARN GROUP
Trendsetter Yarns ~ Lana Grossa ~ Cardiff Cashmere
#5302-E LANA GROSSA A.M. SUPER COLOR MISTAKE RIB POCKET VEST
Designed By: Barry Klein Copyright: March 2016

LANA GROSSA YARNS USED:
A.M. Super Color #101-4(5,6,7,8)/100gr.
Needles #9
SIZES: Sm(33”), Med(37”), Lg(41”), Xl(45”), 1x(49”).
Finished size is about 3” larger.

GAUGE: With #9 needle and A.M. Super Color in
Mistake Rib St.; 20sts = 4” slightly stretched.
STITCHES USED:
Mistake Rib St.:
Row 1: *K2,P2*. Rep *to* ending as possible.
Row 2: *K2,P2*. Rep *to* ending as possible.
Pattern is always K2/P2 no matter how row ends.

#5302-E LANA GROSSA A.M. SUPER COLOR MISTAKE RIB POCKET VEST – KNITTING INSTRUCTIONS
BODY: (Worked in one pieces up and over including the pocket.) With #9 needle and A.M. Super Color, Cast on
91(101,111,121,131)sts. Work in Mistake Rib St. for 24”. Place a marker at each end of row to mark shoulder. On next
row, work 45(51,55,61,65)sts in Mistake Rib St. Join new yarn to split for front and Dec 1(Inc 1, Dec 1, Inc 1, Dec 1) at
neck edge and finish the row in pattern. 45(51,55,61)sts will be on each side of front. Continue working both fronts
at the same time in Mistake Rib St. until 24” from the split. Mark each end of row for pocket fold line and continue in
Mistake Rib St. for 5”. Bind off in pattern.
FINISHING: Mark 7 ½(8,8 ½,9,9)” down from shoulder marker on each side of body. With #9 needle and A.M. Super
Color, Pick up 75(79,83,87,87)sts. Work in Mistake Rib St. for 1”. Bind off in pattern. Repeat for other side. Fold pocket
up over the front from the pocket fold line. Tack corners in place. Fold vest in half at the shoulder marker and sew side
seams closed catching both pocket and front when closing the seam. Sew button in place at center of pocket. If
button is heavy, put magnet snap behind button to keep pocket closed but operable.

Every effort has been made to insure accuracy of this pattern. Pattern corrections, changes and alterations can be
found on our web site by pattern number. The purchase of this pattern allows for one PDF download and is limited
to the use of the purchaser exclusively. Any additional use is considered infringement of our copyright.
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